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PREFACE
LOBBYING: CHESS OR SOMETHING ELSE?

Being a lobbyist is not an obvious career choice, even for a Belgian living
a stone’s throw away from Brussels.
I started my professional life as a lawyer in the only field I could find that
did not already boast huge layers of dust on its related legal books: the
Internet.
In the course of a decade, my curiosity and professional opportunities led
me from the Big Four1 consulting world to a competition law firm and
then to what insiders call the ‘industry’, i.e. big multinational
telecommunications companies.
My passion for the Internet and technical matters which affect the daily
lives of citizens and businesses around the globe has been the red thread
in my career. What I enjoy the most as a lawyer is getting my head
around technical and practical matters in order to raise the discussion to
a different level. This has made me study late at night how websites are
put together (even dabbing into PHP and HTML coding), just to be able
to counter-argue when a webmaster or programmer would tell me one of
my legally-motivated requests on a site was ‘technically impossible’ or
too difficult. I did the same when it came to understanding how the
Internet functions and annoyed more than one engineer by nagging
them to show me places like ‘Network Operation Centres’ or opening
pavements to see what fibre networks really looked like.
When I started as a freelance consultant, my main drive was to be able to
pick and choose the issues I was going to work on - something in-house
regulatory departments and multi-consultancy firms rarely allow you to
do.
For a long time, I didn’t consider myself a lobbyist, what with being a
lawyer whose serious business card read ‘Regulatory Policy’. Moreover,
the term lobbyist was extremely rare in Brussels, almost as if it had a

1

The Big Four are the four largest international accountancy and professional services firms,
which handle the vast majority of audits for publicly traded companies as well as many private
companies
1

dirty connotation: people would say they worked in EU affairs, PR,
governmental relations, regulatory, compliance, think tanks… Anything
except lobbying!
But a discussion with an American client made me realise that that was
precisely what I was doing (and she claimed I was even good at it). I have
since then decided to go beyond the negative connotation of the ‘L word’
and to carry the lobbying label with pride.
So, what exactly is lobbying? According to Wikipedia2, “Lobbying is the
practice of influencing decisions made by government (in groups or
individually). It includes all attempts to influence legislators and officials,
whether by other legislators, constituents, or organized groups. A lobbyist is a
person who tries to influence legislation on behalf of a special interest or a
member of a lobby.”
I actually like this definition as it has the merit of recognising that
lobbying is not only done by industry or trade associations, but by any
organised group and even ‘other legislators’. I am often amused when I
see statements by bloggers or internet surfers saying: “Call your MEP to
have law X change and fight against those nasty lobbyists!” Now, what
exactly do they think they are encouraging others to do? It would
certainly qualify as lobbying in my book.
When people, and in particular young students, ask what a lobbyist does,
I compare the job to two things: marriage counselling and curling.
First, lobbyists are like marriage counsellors because their job involves
listening, trying to understand how both sides see things and then subtly
explaining why a specific perspective on a given issue should be preferred
over another. The goal is to make everyone in the room feel like their
views have been respected.
Secondly, while lobbying is often compared to a subtle game of chess, it
actually has more in common with curling.
Imagine the following scene: Four players are awkwardly balancing on an
ice skating rink lit only by bleak neon lights, somewhere in the middle of
Canada. One of the men is holding a heavy-looking, polished oblong
stone made of Scottish granite at arm’s length. The aim of the game is to
2

See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lobbying. The author acknowledges that Wikipedia is
probably not the most trustworthy source of information but considers that in this case, the
definition is one that reflects quite well reality, hence the choice to quote it.
2

slide the heavy rock across the slippery frozen surface and get it to halt as
close as possible to a bull’s eye target marked on the ice. The thrower
receives help from a teammate shouting instructions from behind the
end line several dozen feet away. Two other players, known as sweepers,
start to furiously rub the ice in front of the rock with broomsticks in
order to smooth the path.
If you’re a continental European, the whole process might look similar to
the French lawn game known as pétanque or boules. North Americans are
likely to be reminded of a giant shuffleboard game. To me, however,
curling has an awful lot in common with lobbying.
Just like the curler, the European Commission tosses a piece of weighty,
not very attractive-looking legislation out into the field, and all the
stakeholders start brushing to blaze the way for the brainless object to
end up exactly where they want it to go. Good strategies and sound
collaboration are essential in defining the trajectory of your lobbying
efforts, and the skills of individual players will determine how close you
get to the desired result. And, at the end of the day, success depends not
only on skills, sweat and brains, but also on an element of luck.
iLobby.eu sets out how to lobby the EU from the perspective of an actual
lobbyist sharing her experiences and anecdotes. It also looks at the use of
Web 2.0 / social networking tools in the area of lobbying and politics, by
giving practical overviews, examples of worst and best practices, as well
as recommendations for politicians, PR and e-communications
professionals, lobbyists and campaigners of all sorts.
I decided to write this book after discovering that many of my clients, as
well as students I met at various seminars, were unable to find an easily
accessible source to understand the functioning of the European
institutions.
Another catalyst were the very positive responses received from readers
of my blog www.lobbyplanet.eu (ranked in the 2010 top 3 of Euroblogs
by Bloggingportal, the largest portal of EU blogs) and Twitter feed
@linotherhino (ranked in the 2009 top 3 of EU influential Twitterers). It
never ceases to amaze me that so few of my European lobbyist colleagues
have yet picked up on the power inherent to all these new social
networking and information sharing tools. Although they don’t replace
the ‘old methods’ of lobbying, they add essential new ways of interacting

3

and gathering intelligence. Ignoring them could be detrimental to your
business.
My book is aimed at lobbyists, activists, think thanks, journalists,
students of political and social sciences, business administration or law,
and anyone interested in understanding the way EU decision-making
works and how lobbying is changing under the influence of social media.
But it is a valuable source for business people with activities in Europe
who wish to understand what their company should consider before
hiring a lobbyist or devising its lobbying strategy.
As an avid EU lobbyist, I have had to learn the process through trial and
error. There have been funny and even touching moments in my career,
but also equally painful bruises (mostly to my ego). This book should go
some way to show you the way to constructive lobbying and the
successful use of social media and avoid pitfalls on the way there.

4
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P ART 1:
H OW TO L OBBY E UROPE
THE B ASICS
“ ‘Lobbyist’ has never been a good word. I grew up in Delaware, and I had to give a
speech (…). There were about 50 guys who all knew my family very well, and I said,
‘because of the work I do, I am a registered lobbyist, but please do not tell my mother.
She still thinks I’m a piano player at a whorehouse and would be horrified to find out I
was a lobbyist’”
Anonymous US lobbyist, “The lobbyist’s book of quotes“, by Ch. de Fouloy.

6

C HAP . 1: W HO ?
T HE I NSTITUTIONAL T RIANGLE
I.

I NTRODUCTION

Who should you lobby in order to influence the European decision-making
process in Brussels?
The question seems obvious enough but the answer is not always that simple, and
can actually prove rather overwhelming.
In this part of the book, we will look at the institutional triangle (see Figure 1)
involved in the legislative process at European level, to gain a better
understanding of how to best push your agenda. They are:


The Council of the European Union;



The European Commission; and,



The European Parliament.

They are examined in no particular order of importance as all three are equally
important in the policy and legislative arenas (even if, when depicting the
institutional triangle, the European Commission is commonly put at the top as it
usually proposes legislation).
Of course, other institutions also intervene, but they either don’t have as much
impact on the final outcome, or are limited to very specialised fields. Think of
advisory bodies such as the European Economic and Social Committee, and the
Committee of the Regions; or specialised institutions like the European Court of
Justice, European Investment Bank, or Court of Auditors. As a time-pushed (or
budget constrained) lobbyist who needs to prioritise their targets, you might not
have the time to reach out them.
As a result, the book will not focus on these bodies.

7

F IGURE 1 - T HE I NSTITUTIONAL TRIANGLE
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II.

C OUNCIL OF THE E UROPEAN U NION
A.

G ENERAL D ESCRIPTION
1.

KEY

QUESTIONS

WHAT IS IT?
The Council is probably the least well known of the three institutions, as most of
its work is not public, and it tends to not be very transparent in its handlings. It
brings together the government representatives of the Member States of the
European Union (EU), at ministerial level (normal Council with different
Ministers attending depending on the policy subject and meeting on a regular
basis) or at head-of-state or government level (European Council, meeting usually
every quarter, but with more meetings since 2010 due to the Euro financial
crisis). It reflects the national interests and views of each Member State within
the EU.
The Council is relevant at two levels:


It is one of the key institutions involved in the decision-making process;
and,



The Permanent Representatives (the so-called “Perm Reps”) or their attachés
often provide guidance to the Members of the Parliament (MEPs) of their
respective country (or at the very least to the MEPs of the political party of
their government) regarding amendments to put forward and how to vote
on a given legislative text.

WHERE IS IT?
The Council has its seat in Brussels, mainly in the Justus Lipsius Building -just
opposite the Berlaymont Building where all the Commissioners have their offices
– but also in a variety of rented buildings spread over Brussels (including the
Kortenberg, Froissart, Espace Rolin, Woluwé Heights, Lex and Residence Palace
Buildings). In April, June and October the Council holds its meetings at the
Kirchberg Conference Centre in neighbouring Luxembourg. Finally, the Council
is also allowed under exceptional circumstances and for duly justified reasons, to
gather elsewhere than in Brussels or Luxembourg.
9

WHAT DOES IT DO?
The Council is the main decision-making body of the European Union, notably as
regards:


The adoption of laws (often in cooperation with Parliament)3;




The coordination of economic policies across Europe;
The definition and implementation of the EU’s Common Foreign and
Security Policy (CFSP);
The conclusion of international agreements;
The adoption of measures in the area of police and judicial cooperation in
criminal matters; and,
The adoption of the Community’s annual budget (which hovers around €115
billion), in conjunction with Parliament.





The Council can issue a variety of acts to fulfil these tasks, namely regulations,
directives, decisions, common actions or common positions, recommendations,
opinions, conclusions, declarations or resolutions. When adopting legislation, the
Council generally acts upon a proposal by the European Commission and in
cooperation with the European Parliament -which explains why they are
commonly referred to as the “Institutional Triangle”.
Each Council member is accountable to its respective national parliament, and
obviously represents and defends the national interests of its Member State.
WHY WOULD IT CARE ABOUT YOUR ISSUE?
Put bluntly, the Council as a patchwork of national interests does not care about
the needs or desires of individual groups. Lobbying therefore mostly happens at a
national level, by addressing the relevant ministries or relevant national
authorities of a particular Member State.
In practice, this means that there’s little point in wasting your time trying to
lobby a certain Member State on behalf of your client unless the latter is an
established company in that country, and preferably providing for a reasonable
level of employment!
Only in certain circumstances will Council members’ interests extend to
companies not present in their countries as such but that still have an impact on
3

See page 100 et seq. detailing the co-decision procedure.
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them. This is notably the case for global Internet companies, which may not be
established in every Member State but provide services or content accessible
across the globe. A Voice over Internet provider or Google will for example ring a
bell with any Council member, even if they are not established in their country.

FACTS & STATS
The Council of the European Union is also referred to as the “Council of
Ministers”, the “Council” or “Consilium”. It is made up of:


2,300 officials within the Permanent Representations;



3,000 more coming regularly to Brussels as ad hoc national experts; and,



4,000 official servants working as permanent staff for the Council.

Note that the Council of the European Union should not be confused with the
Council of Europe, the oldest international European level organisation (dating
back to 1949) composed of 47 states and based in Strasbourg, France.

2.

C O U N C IL P R E S I D E N C I E S

Why a plural, you may wonder. Isn’t there just one permanent Council President
since the entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty on 1 December 2009? Well, not
exactly. Things are rarely simple at EU level, as outlined below.
PERMANENT PRESIDENT OF THE EUROPEAN COUNCIL
Since the entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty on 1 December 2009, the
European Council has a permanent President, elected for two years and a half
(renewable once) by a qualified majority (though the first President, Herman Van
Rompuy, was appointed unanimously).
The President of the European Council mainly has two tasks:



The representation of the Union, that now has its own legal personality
under the Lisbon Treaty; and
The chairing and coordination of the European Council.

11

So basically, the President sets the agenda (in close collaboration with the
Secretary-General of the Council, whose role should not be underestimated),
brokers deals, gives feedback to the other institutions and shakes hands.
The appointment of the Permanent President and the fact that the European
Council now is a formally recognised institution have also rendered actual
physical meetings of the European Council more regular, approximately every
two months (except if a special meeting is required).
FACTS & STATS
Herman Van Rompuy, the Belgian former Prime Minister appointed as first
President of the European Council, has the nickname ‘Haiku Herman’, due to his
known passion for this Japanese form of poetry. He published a book with his
own poems in 20104.

STATES’
ROTATING
REPRESENTATIVE’S ROLE

MEMBER

PRESIDENCIES

&

THE

HIGH

Contrary to what some think, the appointment of a Permanent President has not
put an end to the system of rotating presidencies, under which the Presidency of
the Council is held in rotation every 6 months by a different Member State, in
accordance with a pre-defined order set in a Council Decision.
The country holding the rotating Presidency plays an important role in
organising the work of these Council configurations, both in terms of their
political agenda and in terms of advancing legislative procedures, so it still is a
lobbying target.

FACTS & STATS
The rotating presidencies from 2011 onwards are:


Jan-Jun 2011:Hungary



Jul-Dec 2011: Poland

4

Herman Van Rompuy, ‘Haiku’, 2010.
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Jan-Jun 2012: Denmark
Jul-Dec 2012: Cyprus



Jan-Jun 2013: Ireland




Jul-Dec 2013: Lithuania
Jan-Jun 2014: Greece




Jul-Dec 2014: Italy
Jan-Jun 2015: Latvia



Jul-Dec 2015: Luxembourg




Jan-Jun 2016: Netherlands
Jul-Dec 2016: Slovakia




Jan-Jun 2017: Malta
Jul-Dec 2017: United Kingdom



Jan-Jun 2018: Estonia




Jul-Dec 2018: Bulgaria
Jan-Jun 2019: Austria




Jul-Dec 2019: Romania
Jan-Jun 2020: Finland

(I) WHO CHAIRS WHAT?

Under Article 16 paragraph 9 of the Lisbon Treaty, Member States will continue
to chair most of the Council configurations5, except for the Foreign Affairs
Council, which is chaired by the High Representative6, and the European Council
(heads of State and Government), which is chaired by the permanent President.
The same combination will apply to the Committee of Permanent
Representatives (referred to as Coreper7) chairmanship, although some
documents indicate that as regards foreign affairs preparatory bodies, a split will
exist between those chaired by the rotating presidency and those chaired by a
member of the High Representative’s team.

5

See page 18 et seq. that detail how the Council works.
See page 33 for more details on the High Representative.
7
See page 21 for details on Coreper.
6
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In other words, the chairmanships of meetings will be as follows:


European Council: chaired by Permanent President;



Foreign Affairs Council: chaired by the High Representative; and



Eurogroup (initially an informal monthly meeting of Economy and Finance
Ministers from the Euro-zone, which received a formal status through the
Lisbon Treaty): chaired by the Eurogroup Chairman, appointed separately by
the Council members for a two and a half year term.
( I I ) T H E ‘T R O I K A ’ O R ‘T R I O ’ C O N C E P T

Since 2007, each of the rotating Presidencies works in “troika”, i.e. in close
cooperation as a “Trio of Presidencies”, with the preceding , current and next
Presidency, to ensure a certain level of coherence and planning over 18 months,
rather than just 6 months. In the past, due to the fact that each 6-month
Presidency worked on a stand-alone basis, they were referred to in Brussels ‘stopstart’ Presidencies. The troika coherence is ensured by the fact that the trio of
presidencies must present their joint programme (prepared in collaboration with
the European Commission) to the General Affairs Council at least one month
before the 18-month period starts.
The resources burden of such a Presidency can be impressive, when one considers
that the presiding country organises an average of 3500 meetings over a sixmonth period (even though this is expected to slightly decrease with the
Permanent President and High Representative roles).

SURVIVAL TIP
In general, Member States in charge of a Presidency must assume a more neutral
role, as they chair the meeting of the working groups, Corepers and Councils. This
can mean that, as a lobbyist, you lose an important ally in the Member State that
holds the Presidency, as its representatives will be much more reluctant to
introduce your amendments or changes at their own initiative.
They can however still play a crucial role as a source of information and in the
way they conduct discussions and use procedural rules to either speed up the
adoption of a legislative measure or delay it.
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3.

P E R M AN E N T R E P R E S E N T A T I ON S

Permanent Representations play a key role in ensuring the day-to-day follow-up
of all matters handled at Council levels: they supply information and analysis to
their respective national government on everything that happens at EU level and
more specifically within the Council and transmit their government’s positions
and viewpoints to the relevant EU institutions.
Their main task is to act as an ‘extended arm’ of their national government in
Brussels and to ensure that the interests and policies of their country are pursued
as effectively as possible within the EU.
Permanent Representations are headed by a Permanent Representative who
carries the title of Ambassador and is assisted by a Deputy. Both play an active
role through their presence in the Committee of Permanent Representatives
(Coreper), the body responsible for preparing the political aspect of the files (or
“dossiers”) discussed at Council.
Many of the civil servants working in the Permanent Representations have
actually been assigned to their respective post by various national ministries. Job
titles vary from First Secretary, Counsellor, Attaché, and so on, not taking into
account the military staff working in each Permanent Representation.
In many cases, although the decision-making power lies very much at the
national level in terms of the Council (in other words, it is more effective to lobby
directly at the level of the national ministries), the staff of the Permanent
Representations are worth meeting as they sit in most of the Working Groups
(that prepare all the technical legislative work submitted to the Ambassadors and
the Council Ministers8) and are more likely to pay attention to an issue for which
they received some detailed explanation by stakeholders.

8

See page 23.
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THE PERM REP CLUB
I have often been told that the Council needs to be influenced at national level, in
the capital cities of each Member State. In many cases, it is certainly accurate to
say that the national ministries in charge of a specific portfolio usually carry the
biggest weight when it comes to specifying the political priorities and direction a
dossier will take.
But don’t be too quick to dismiss the influence of the Permanent representations
based in Brussels. These are the diplomatic missions of each Member State to the
EU and the “bubble” nature of Brussels politics reflects itself in this “Little Club”
formed by the Perm reps, Deputy Perm reps, antici, attachés, etc. based in
Brussels.
I once had the honour of giving a speech at a panel discussion organised in the
European Parliament at which that “club” effect was physically visible in the
room: to the left of the room, there was a cluster of lobbyists representing the
rights holder interests; to the right were the representatives of large telecoms
companies. At first, the attachés from the permanent representations trickled
separately into the room and sat randomly. But as soon as the session stopped for
a short break, everyone assembled immediately in the back of the room, like
members of a university fraternity (beer kegs excluded, obviously).
The influence of these young attachés should therefore not be underestimated.
They often play an important role in shaping the opinion of their national
government and ambassador, especially regarding issues that are less present in
the public eye. When a Minister needs to make last-minute decisions, a
recommendation whispered at that moment by an attaché can tip the balance in
one direction or another.
Rotating presidencies of Member States are perfectly aware of this fact, and some
try to bypass the technical expertise of attachés by trying to push discussions
immediately at Permanent Representative level where discussions are less about
the specifics of a dossier and more of political considerations. This usually vastly
annoys the attachés, as it creates decisions based on political motivations alone,
but without the required technical input.
Finally, the importance of these attachés is also mirrored by the fact that they are
increasingly asked by industry stakeholders to join their company as lobbyists –
16

sometimes under rather dubious circumstances. I lobbied not so long ago on a
piece of legislation that went through a full co-decision procedure during two
years (and hence four different Council presidencies). During that time, two of
the three attachés leading for their respective presidency the negotiations
relating to that dossier, were hired only a couple of weeks after the end of that
presidency (and hence still under the “troika” period) by major companies that
had heavily lobbied that dossier. As a government representative told me at that
time, it makes one wonder if Ministries should not pay more attention to due
process and the rules of common sense, and set in place revolving door
prohibitions under certain circumstances, even for non senior personnel.
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B.

H OW

THE

C OUNCIL W ORKS

1.

PER

S UB J E C T :

C O UN C I L F O R M A T I O N S

Councils are organised according to ten different configurations that basically
reflect the broad themes handled at EU level. They are generally referred to by
their unpronounceable acronyms, some of which come from their French name:




General Affairs (Genaff), which prepares European Councils and handles
issues covering various Council formations;
Foreign Affairs (Foraff), which covers development cooperation as well as
the Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP) including the Common
Security and Defence Policy (CSDP);
Economic and Financial Affairs (Ecofin), which also covers budget;




Agriculture and Fisheries;
Employment, Social Policy, Health and Consumer Affairs (EPSCO);





Justice and Home Affairs (JHA), including civil protection;
Competitiveness (Comp), which covers Internal Market, Industry and
Research, including tourism;
Transport, Telecommunications and Energy (TTE);




Environment (ENVI); and,
Education, Youth and Culture (EYC), which also covers audiovisual affairs.



‘Jumbo’ Councils happen when different Council configurations meet at the same
time to discuss transversal issues.
The Ministers attending Council meetings will obviously vary according to the
configuration. Also, in certain cases of split portfolio, more than one minister will
represent a Member State at a Council meeting (for example if different
Ministers are in charge of Telecoms and Energy for a given Member State, both
will attend a TTE Council if there are relevant matters to them on the agenda).
The General Affairs, Foreign Affairs, Ecofin and Agriculture and Fisheries
Councils meet every month, while other configurations tend to be more irregular.
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2.
PREPARATORY
WORK:
GENERAL
S E C R E T A R IA T , W O R K I N G G R O U P S A N D C O R E P E R
*List of examples is not exhaustive

SENSITIVE ISSUES*

TECHNICAL ISSUES*

(political, institutional, economic)

Working Parties (WP)
(permanent or ad hoc)

WHAT? Preparatory work or studies,
e.g. in relation to amendments
proposed by the EP in co‐decision.
WHO? Representatives of the
Member States (usually experts from
the national ministries or relevant
regulatory authorities), as well as
attachés or advisers from each
Permanent Representation.

Committees
WHAT? Preparatory work for the
Council.
WHO? Representatives of the
Member States (usually experts from
the national ministries or relevant
regulatory authorities), as well as
attachés or advisers from each
Permanent Representation.

‐WP on General Affairs
‐WP of Foreign Relations
Counsellors
‐WP on Financial Questions

‐High Level WG on Agriculture
‐WP on Competitiveness and
Growth
‐WP on Social Questions

‐Economic and Financial
Committee
‐Economic Policy Committee
‐Policy and Security Committee
Military Committee
‐Strategic Committee on
Immigration, Frontiers and
Asylum
‐Trade Policy Committee

‐Special Committee on
Agriculture
‐Employment Committee
‐Social Protection Committee
‐Education Committee
‐Committee on Cultural Affairs

‐ Antici Group

‐ Mertens Group

‐ Coreper II

‐ Coreper I

Coordination Groups
WHAT? Coordination of the different
Committees and Working Groups.
WHO? Representatives of the
Member States (Counsellors)
specifically assigned to this task.

Coreper
WHAT? Preparing the work and
carrying out the tasks assigned by the
Council.
WHO? Permanent Representatives
and Deputy Permanent
Representatives.

Council
WHAT? Decisions.
WHO? Representatives of the
Member States at Ministerial level.

‐General Affairs
‐Foreign Affairs
‐Economic and Financial Affairs
‐Justice and Home Affairs

‐Agriculture and Fisheries
‐Competitiveness
‐Employment, Social Policy,
Health and Consumer Affairs
‐Transport, Telecoms and
Energy

F IGURE 2 - HOW WORK IS PREPARED AT THE C OUNCIL
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In practice, once a proposal for a decision from the Commission has been put
before the Council, specialist working groups and committees begin to prepare
the Council’s position. There are at present over 150 such specialised bodies.
The work carried out in these preparatory bodies, with the assistance of the
General Secretariat of the Council, is then submitted to the Committee of
Permanent Representatives (or ‘Coreper’9), bringing together the “EU
Ambassadors” and their deputies. Coreper normally reviews each single item on
the agenda ahead of every Council meeting, and in quite a few cases comes to an
agreement that simply needs to be approved without discussion by the Council.
This filtering of issues allows the Council to focus mainly on the political issues,
the technical matters having been solved upstream.
GENERAL SECRETARIAT OF THE COUNCIL
The General Secretariat of the Council (or ‘Council Secretariat’) is made up of
roughly 4000 civil servants that assist the Council and its Presidency in multiple
ways.
From an organisational viewpoint, the Secretariat ensures that the various
meetings are properly prepared; assists in the drafting of reports (including legal
advice); and is in charge of the handling of translations, records, documents,
agendas and general presidency-related tasks. This is done for the working
parties, as well as for the Coreper, Council of Ministers and European Council.
In addition, the Secretariat acts as an honest broker and provides legal advice at
the EU’s Intergovernmental Conferences (IGC).
Headed by the Secretary General of the EU, the General Secretariat also
comprises a legal service, eight directorates-general (named alphabetically from A
to I) and a private office offering support to the Secretary-General and his
Deputy.
SURVIVAL TIP
The Secretariat tends to play a more important role when smaller Member States
hold the rotating Presidency (as they have less resources), especially when the
Member State in question is in charge of a Presidency for the first time - as was
recently the case for several ‘new’ Member States such as Slovenia or the Czech
Republic, which relied more heavily on the Secretariat than the ‘older’ Member
States (e.g. Germany, France, etc.) usually do.
9

See page 21.
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